CREATING GREAT
LIVING PLACES
CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY: OUR
2016 PERFORMANCE
AND INDICATORS
Saint-Gobain UK & Ireland

REPORTING CYCLE AND SCOPE
Saint-Gobain UK & Ireland publishes a full CSR
Review every two years, with full details of our
strategy, performance, targets and case studies.
More information on the previous Reviews can
be found on our dedicated website:
www.saint-gobain.co.uk/csr/
Every other year, including 2016, we produce
a Snapshot Review providing an aggregated
update on our performance against our
indicators and targets across the activities of all
our UK and Ireland businesses.

This Saint-Gobain UK and Ireland CSR Snapshot
Review presents the annual performance data
for all of our UK & Ireland businesses for the
period 1st January 2016 – 31st December 2016.
Where data is presented that is for a scope
other than all UK & Ireland businesses this is
stated in the data table.

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER,
INSTAGRAM, FACEBOOK
AND LINKEDIN FOR
REGULAR VIDEO
UPDATES COVERING
CSR TOPICS
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FOREWORD & INTRODUCTION
Saint-Gobain’s mission is to create great living places
and improve daily life.

CSR DIRECTOR’S WELCOME

Measuring our corporate social responsibility
performance is key to furthering this aim and therefore, I
am very pleased to introduce our biennial UK and Ireland
CSR snapshot Review.

I am delighted to introduce our sixth Corporate Social
Responsibility Review. This Review is a snapshot
highlighting our updated performance and data from
the calendar year 2016.

Our Corporate Social Responsibility strategy centers on
people, prosperity and environmental stewardship and
we develop our approach on four distinct pillars:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Changing how we build, for the better,
for the future
Caring for the environment we
operate within
Supporting and developing our people
Connecting with our communities and 			
supporting their economic development

Saint-Gobain UK & Ireland is a broad organization
comprising 34 businesses. This means we occupy
a unique position with the capability to effect real
change through our commitments. We aim to operate
our business with the highest levels of responsibility
underpinned by strong values communicated in
Principles of Conduct & Action and we aim to use this
position and we aim to use this position to help shape an
industry that is recognised as responsible, innovative and
low-carbon.
The Saint-Gobain Group has a rich history
and I am proud to lead the UK and Ireland
Delegation into an exciting future full of
potential.
Mike Chaldecott, General Delegate
and Regional CEO for Construction
Products, Saint-Gobain UK & Ireland

GRENFELL TOWER TRAGEDY
Our thoughts remain with
the families and friends
of those who lost loved
ones in the tragic fire on
the 14th June 2017. It is
right that, at the time
of writing this review,
we recognize the Public
Inquiry into the Grenfell
Tower Fire Tragedy. We
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welcome the Inquiry and
its aim to establish what
happened at Grenfell
Tower. We also welcome
the associated review of
building regulations. We
are committed to fully
co-operating with the
Inquiry.

Since my appointment as CSR Director for the SaintGobain UK and Ireland Delegation in 2014, I have focused
on the importance of transparency in our CSR strategy.
These updates are important to provide evidence of
our performance and allow our stakeholders to take a
frank look at the targets we set ourselves and how we
are performing. By providing this honest review, of the
good and the not so good, we encourage those with an
interest in our business to provide feedback and to ask
any questions. Without measurement, transparency and
challenge from others, we cannot continue to evolve and
improve.
Our goal is long-term, sustainable improvements
and as you will see from this Review there are areas
where we are making good progress and areas where
I believe we can do more. We are making progress
in customer training, reducing landfill waste, lowering
the carbon footprint of our electricity supply [Scope
2 emissions], partnerships and ensuring our supply
chain is sustainable. In areas such as water use, direct
carbon emissions and diversity, we need to place greater
emphasis on making progress quicker.
I hope you enjoy reading this snapshot. If you’d like more
details our online CSR platform is available 24 hours a
day and contains additional information, news and a
range of interesting case studies at www.saint-gobain.
co.uk/CSR.
Finally, I would like to thank our External Advisory Panel
sincerely. They give their time to work with us to discuss
our approach and challenge our progress. Their input is
always extremely valuable and insightful for us. We will,
as we have since the establishment of the Panel, publish
their feedback unedited in due course.
Feedback is important to us and your
thoughts on this Review are welcomed
via email to: Richard.halderthay@saintgobain.com
Richard Batley, CSR & HR Director,
Saint-Gobain UK and Ireland
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ABOUT US
As a large group made up of 34 brands in the UK
& Ireland embedding our CSR strategy into dayto-day operations, plans and business culture is
fundamental to our success.
Saint-Gobain UK and Ireland is one of 14
worldwide Delegations that extend from our
central Group, which is headquartered in Paris. In
the UK and Ireland, we operate in three sectors:
 Construction Products, including gypsum,
insulation, mortar, ductile pipes and fittings.
 Innovative Materials, including flat glass and

high performance materials.

 Building Distribution, including general
builders and plumbers merchants and a wide
variety of specialist materials distributors.

MORE READING...
SAINT-GOBAIN.CO.UK/CSR/STRATEGIC-APPROACH/
SAINT-GOBAIN.CO.UK/MARKETS/ABOUT-US/

KEY CHALLENGES
THAT INFLUENCE
OUR CSR FOCUS
Climate change, demographic growth and
urbanisation have a massive impact on natural
resources and heavily shape our CSR focus.
As a major manufacturer we have to preserve
natural resources and take strong steps to
reduce our carbon footprint, our materials also
play a vital role in helping to reduce building’s
emissions, making them more efficient and
comfortable for occupants.
These trends also place great pressures
on housing availability [which is in chronic
shortage] and the speed, quality, flexibility and
adequacy of buildings to meet climate change
commitments and the demands of modern,
flexible living. They also bring to the fore the
importance of construction skills to meet these
evolving and greater demands.
These key challenges are the
key drivers of our CSR programmes which
focus on three themes:
People | Prosperity | Environmental Stewardship
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A VISIBLE BUSINESS
LOCAL TO EVERY
COMMUNITY
Our business spans the
UK and Ireland and can
be seen in two ways:

 A large industrial and
manufacturing network in
the UK & Ireland with 45
manufacturing sites. Our
businesses manufacture
high-performance
products and solutions
that enhance daily life
through creating great
living places. We serve
the construction sector,
principally, but also the
automotive, industrial,
energy, agriculture and
healthcare sectors.
 A large retail network
spanning more than
1,100 retail locations. This
network supplies more
than 400,000 general
and specialist building
materials.

OUR BUSINESS IN
A SNAPSHOT

34 1,100
BRANDS

RETAIL SITES

17,560
EMPLOYEES

FOUNDED IN

1665
KEY MARKETS:

CONSTRUCTION,
REFURBISHMENT, AUTOMOTIVE,
INDUSTRIAL & INFRASTRUCTURE

 saint-gobain.co.uk/csr

SOME HIGHLIGHTS FROM OUR
PERFORMANCE IN 2016
Modern Slavery
Act. In 2016 we
published our
Modern Slavery
Statement. Read our
statement at: http://
www.saint-gobain.
co.uk/csr/modernslavery-act/

9,319
LANDFILL WASTE
In 2016 we cut the amount
we sent to landfill by 11%
from 10,493 tonnes to
9,319 tonnes in 2016.

354,013

DIRECT CARBON EMISSIONS
[SCOPE 1]
Against a backdrop of
higher production output our direct
carbon emissions rose in 2016 by 2%
to 354,013 tonnes CO2. Our target
is to reduce that by 20% by 2025,
based on 2010 production.

4,727

STUDENTS/
APPRENTICES
Our Thistle Partnership
trained 19% more
students/apprentices in
2016 than 2015. A total
of 4,727!

6,123

WELL-BEING
6,123 employees
were engaged
in our health
and well-being
gateway in 2016,
up from 4,295 in
2015.

What lies behind our
progress are actions from
individuals and teams in
our business, all helping
us to make a positive
difference.
We know that to different
people it is important we
make progress in a wide
range of areas.
Here you can see at a
glance how we have
progressed in some of
our key areas of impact
during the year.
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43,584
CUSTOMER TRAINING
43,584 hours of
training were delivered
to customers.

100%
ISO 14,001
100% of our largest sites
achieved ISO14,001 and a
further 6% of our retail sites
[73% in total] achieved
this Environmental
Management Standard.

13,560

ELECTRICITY USE
In 2016 we switched to
renewable-only sourced
electricity cutting our CO2
emissions from supplied
electricity from 180,330
tonnes in 2015 to 13,560
tonnes in 2016.

1.88%

18,548

ABSENCE
Our Absence rate fell to
below our target of 2% in
2016 moving from 2.12%
to 1.88% in 2016.

EMPLOYEE TRAINING
Our employees
undertook 145,227 hours
training in 2016. 18,548
employees undertook
training compared
to 8,132 in 2015.

Find easy to read
graphs of 10 key
indicators on
page 8
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Reducing Carbon
Emissions from our
industrial plants is
a key target for our
business. We aim to
reduce our Carbon
Emissions by 20% by
2025

CARBON AND CLIMATE CHANGE
Saint-Gobain supports global
initiatives including the United
Nations Sustainable Development
Goals.
As an official partner of the COP21
climate summit in Paris 2015, we
fully support the agreement on
limiting global warming to less
than 2 degrees celsius and have
committed ourselves to taking
positive action that will lead to
a wide range of environmental,
economic and social benefits.

Our focus in helping to tackle
climate change is focussed on:
 Reducing our carbon footprint
and that of our supply chain
 Reducing the whole life
carbon of our products – by
focussing on life-cycle analysis
 Providing products and
solutions that enable buildings to
use less energy to run

MORE READING...

Visit ‘Climate Commitments’ our
dedicated CSR website at www.
saint-gobain.co.uk/csr/ to read
more about how we are helping to
address climate change.

DID YOU KNOW
The energy savings
generated by our
insulation solutions
are 90 times greater
than the greenhouse
gas emissions used
to manufacture the
products

3 months on
average – that’s the
period of use needed
for our insulation
solutions to offset
the emissions
associated with their
production.

In 2016 we switched our entire
UK electricity supply from
traditional grid supply to
renewable-only sourced supply.
This has cut our CO2 emissions
from our electricity supply from
180,330 tonnes in 2015 to 13,560
tonnes in 2016.

Source: 2015, Saint-Gobain and EY
partnership study.
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OUR FOUR PILLARS OF FOCUS
The Group CSR strategy and targets provide the foundation for our CSR approach, activities and
management. Saint-Gobain UK and Ireland’s CSR programme is built on four pillars:

In 2016, the first Multi
Comfort building in the
UK was completed. A
multi-use hall at King's
Hawford School in
Worcester

MORE
READING...

SUPPORTING AND
DEVELOPING OUR
PEOPLE

IMPROVING PEOPLE’S
LIVES BY CREATING
COMFORTABLE
BUILDINGS

We have developed an
innovative Multi Comfort
concept based around
different types of comfort
including: thermal, acoustic,
visual and air quality. This
standard is a key concept
that demonstrates how we
can create great living places
that improve users well-being,
productivity, learning and
recovery. Our first pillar is
focussed on improving the
lives of everyone by creating
better buildings and helping
provide the skills the industry
needs. Find out more at
multicomfort.co.uk
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Staff training and
development, health and
safety, and wellbeing are
prioritised at Saint-Gobain UK
and Ireland and we’re proud to
be again recognised as a Top
Employer. We publish data on
training, mobility, diversity and
employee well-being which
are important indicators of
our progress. To find out more
please see: saint-gobain.
co.uk/csr/our-performance

MORE
READING...

For more
details on our
Entrepreneurship
Foundation visit www.saintgobain.co.uk/foundation
Further information on
our Community Grant
Foundation can be found at
www.saint-gobain.c.uk/csr/

CARING FOR THE
ENVIRONMENT WE
OPERATE WITHIN

In addition to targets to
reduce waste, water use and
emissions we are committed
to long term change that
helps to tackle climate
change and support the UN’s
Sustainable Development
Goals, in particular SDG 9:
industry, innovation and
infrastructure; and SDG
13: climate action. We are
increasing the recycled
content of our materials and
are developing a number of
programmes to recover waste
materials from the industry for
re-use in our manufacturing
process.

MORE
READING...

Learn about our
Panel members,
and their views
on our progress at: www.
saint-gobain.co.uk/csr/
our-performance/advisorypanel/

To read more
about the Multi
Comfort building
visit: multicomfort.co.uk

CONNECTING WITH
OUR COMMUNITIES
AND SUPPORTING
THEIR ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

We encourage our
colleagues to get involved
in communities. To join
partnerships with schools,
colleges and universities, to
undertake local procurement,
support our charity partner
and local businesses. We are
also focussed on supporting
entrepreneurs to develop
their business and creating
partnerships with others to
develop construction skills.
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at a glance – ten easy graphs of key CSR indicators

OUR TARGETS, INDICATORS AND
PERFORMANCE
HOW TO MAKE SENSE OF OUR DATA
We know this can be complicated. So we’ve tried
to make it as simple as possible by providing all
our data with explanatory notes in one table.
We’ve also provided you with charts showing our
progress across a range of 10 indicators including
our most important environmental indicators.
You can also look online at www.saint-gobain.
co.uk/csr where you can see each target in simple
graphical format.
WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
Our targets are a combination of global targets
set by our Group and targets defined by SaintGobain UK & Ireland.
Footnotes are provided to help you understand
information on changes to scope, or to give more
information on the indicator or target.
Unless otherwise stated all data is for all UK &

Ireland businesses that comprise Saint-Gobain’s
operations in the UK & Ireland. If you would like
any more information on our targets or indicators
you can contact: Richard.halderthay@saintgobain.com.

‘CONCERNED SITES’ PUT
SIMPLY ARE OUR BIGGEST
USERS OF RESOURCES
We refer to ‘Concerned
Sites’ for a number of
our indicators. In simple
terms this means that
the data we gather
is for our largest
industrial sites. Sites
where large amounts
of water or energy are
used. We do this as

these sites represent
more than 90% of
our impact in these
areas and we believe
that by measuring
their progress we
can make the biggest
impact on reducing
our environmental
footprint.

Gender
Percentage of females in
management positions

15.4% 13%

145,227

155,264

147,000

137,889

2016

2016

2015

2014

2013

2013

Training
Hours of employee training (All UK &
Ireland employees)

at a glance – ten easy graphs of key CSR indicators
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at a glance – ten easy graphs of key CSR indicators

2016

6,123

2015

4,295

2014

Wellbeing

2,025

Employees engaged in health and
wellbeing portal

£441,790
2016

£597,627
2015

£402,373
2014

£194,616
2013

Charity

Landfill

Charitable donations through
Together Programme (£)

Total production waste sent to landfill
(tonnes): Concerned sites only

9,319
2016

10,493
2015

11,594
2014

10,801
2013

at a glance – ten easy graphs of key CSR indicators
 saint-gobain.co.uk/csr
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28

98%

24
,2

,5
26

2015

99.3%
98%

16

2016

19
,5

59

20
,13

0

at a glance – ten easy graphs of key CSR indicators

96%

2016

2015

2014

2013

2014

Timber

Training
2013

Percentage of responsibly
timber supplied (FSC/PEFC and
other recognised certifications)

Hours of customer training
delivered

IMPORTANT INFORMATION:
Our 2016 data shows that we
are using more water and more
energy. This is because we
are producing more materials
to meet growing demand.

Our challenge is to reduce
the intensity of resources we
use and ultimately decouple
resource use from production
growth. We will be working
over the next year, with our

businesses to be able to show
more clearly how efficiently we
are using resources – by showing
the rate at which we are using
resources versus each unit of
production.

2016:
2,197,700
2015:
2,119,796
2014:
2,092,360
2013:
1,927,112

Water
Total water withdrawn (excl
mines) (m3): Concerned
sites only

at a glance – ten easy graphs of key CSR indicators
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20
16

at a glance – ten easy graphs of key CSR indicators

20
15

2,345,999

20
14

2,193,979

1,940,994

20
13

Energy
1,782,715

Total energy use (MWh)

Electricity

100%

Our electricity source [Scope 2]
renewable vs conventional [Scope:
UK business only]

90%
80%

R E N E WA B L E

70%

C O N V E N T I O N A L

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
2016

2015

2014

2013

at a glance – ten easy graphs of key CSR indicators
 saint-gobain.co.uk/csr
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THE DETAIL
For those who would like to know the detail. We've included full details of
our targets and indicators below. This shows our performance trends and any
information you need to know about the scope of the data.

TITLE

OUR TARGETS AND INDICATORS

2016 DATA

2015

2014

2013

TARGET DATE

1.1 Multi Comfort
Buildings

New build and renovation reference exemplars
developed in residential and non-residential sectors

1 complete
2 in planning

2 under
way

1 under
way

N/A

2020

1.2 Sustainable
construction leader

To have a 55%+ score for ‘leadership in sustainable
construction by 2020

35

35

35

N/A

2020

Sustainable Leadership: Data is recorded every three years via interviews with 900 external stakeholders. It was last recorded in 2014. Progress will
next be reported in 2017 following the results of our Brand survey in Q2 2017.

1.5 Customer training in
sustainable buildings

To have delivered 250,000 hours (aggregate) of
customer training between 2013-2020

2020

Annual progress

20,130

19,559

16,526

24,228

2020

Aggregate accumulated hours training delivered
2013-2016

80,443

60,313

40,754

24,228

2020

Training: We have decided to re-base this indicator to include only customers trained by our business. Previously published data included some
training of internal colleagues. Data for all years is now reformulated to include only customers.

1.6 Construction
apprentices and
student training

To have trained 4,000 students / apprentices each
year via Thistle College Partnership

2.1 Environmental
management systems

100% of sites ISO 14001 certified
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4,727

3,800

4,000+

N/A

2020

2020

Concerned sites

100%

97.7%

96%

Retail sites

73%

67%

67%

N/A
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INDICATORS

TARGETS &

TITLE

OUR TARGETS AND INDICATORS

2016 DATA

2015

2014

2013

TARGET DATE

2.2 Raw Materials

To supply 100% responsibly timber by 2020

99.3

98

98

96

2020

FSC certified

64.2%

66%

72%

61%

PEFC / controlled wood sources

35.1%

32%

26%

35%

Due diligence, legally verified

0.8%

1%

2%

2%

Reclaimed / recycled

0%

0%

0%

0%

Limited knowledge

0%

0%

0%

1%

9,319

10,493

11,549

10,801

Total water withdrawn (excl mines) (m3)* (Scope:
Concerned sites only)

2,197,700

2,119,796

2,092,360

1,927,112

Total water discharged (m3)* (Scope: Concerned
sites only)

949,799

947,954

955,895

929,969

2.3 Waste

To have zero production waste going to landfill by
2020
Total landfill (tonnes)* (Scope: Concerned sites only)

2.4 Water

2020

To reduce water use by 15% (2010 baseline)
2025

Water Discharged m3: Unfortunately, when we compare the data we see a continued rise in the total volume. This can mainly be attributed to
increased production requirements with the main contributors being the Saint-Gobain PAM and British Gypsum Mines.

2.5 Energy & Carbon

A total reduction in energy use of 15% by 2025
[Based on 2010 ISO Production]
Total energy use (MWh)
[Note: An important scope change took place in
2016. See note for an explanation.]

2,345,999
(New scope)

2,193,979

1,940,994

1,782,715

2025

Total energy use: There has been a change of scope for total consumption with data now being based on GAIA {internal Saint-Gobain system}
data. This changed the SGBD UK scope and accounts for approx 20,000 MWh additional gas consumption.

Electricity consumption (MWh)

418,795

381,633

250,112

N/A

To have 80% renewable electricity sources by 2030
[Scope: UK only]

2030

Conventional grid

7.7%

35%

56%

63%

Renewable energy

92.3%

65%

44%

37%

To reduce our CO2 emissions by 20% by 2025 (2010
baseline)
Scope 1 direct: Emissions from concerned sites and
SGBD sites [Tonnes CO2)

2025

2025
354,013

346,251

355,888

329,278

172,835

180,330

135,310

N/A

Scope 2 indirect: Purchased electricity [tonnes]
Location based [Tonnes CO2]

Location based emissions: The location based emissions redefined by the Carbon Disclosure Project. These are the emissions had we purchased
our electricity directly from the grid.

Market based [Tonnes CO2]
[NB: This figure represents our 2016 indirect
purchased electricity.

13,560

Market based emissions: The market based emissions are defined by the Carbon Disclosure Project. These are the actual emissions from the
generators from who we did purchase electricity in the period. This figure represents our actual scope 2 indirect purchased electricity emissions.
Scope 3 emissions: 2015 was a baseline for the data on Scope 3 emissions.

Proportion of energy covered by ISO50001
certifications – NEW TARGET

78.76%

N/A

N/A

N/A

Scope 3: SGBD UK & Ireland

70,377

66,500

N/A

N/A

SGBD UK & Ireland: This refers to all businesses that comprise our Building Distribution Sector and distribute general or specialist products to the
building trade [e.g. Jewson, Gibbs & Dandy, Graham the Plumbers Merchant etc.]

2.6 Environmental
events

To have zero EVE 1 by 2020
To have zero EVE 2 by 2025
EVE 1
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2

0

0

N/A

2025
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TITLE

OUR TARGETS AND INDICATORS

2016 DATA

2015

2014

2013

TARGET DATE

EVE 2

61

T2E (YTD) [Scope: 12 month rolling figure]

95.7

58

64

N/A

2025

N/A

N/A

N/A

T2E indicator: Saint-Gobain Group now uses the T2E measure for reporting environmental events. This is the number of major and significant
events per 100 sites and is reported as a rolling 12 month figure. The T2E measure is for the whole of the UK and Ireland.

2.7 Biodiversity

3.1 Top employer

To access biodiversity species within 5 miles of
100% of our Concerned Sites by 2020

34%

34%

N/A

N/A

2020

To have biodiversity Action Plans in place for 100%
of Concerned Sites by 2020

34%

34%

N/A

N/A

2020

Top employer recognition

Yes

Yes

Yes

To have 0 businesses with an employee engagement
score <75

3/8

2/15

4/17

2020
N/A

2020

Employee engagement: The figures presented represent the number of businesses who undertook employee engagement surveys in that calendar
year.

To have an absence rate of <2% by 2020
3.2 Diversity

1.88%

2.12%

N/A

N/A

2020

Gender diversity
Gender pay: In 2018 we will publish further details regarding gender based pay

Management male

84.6%

85%

85%

87%

Management female – Target: To have 25% female
management by 2020

15.4%

15%

15%

13%

Non management male

81.9%

82%

80%

83%

Employees under 26

9.24%

11%

10%

7%

Employees over 50+
NEW INDICATOR

34.9%

N/A

N/A

N/A

Employees recruited during the year 50+
NEW INDICATOR

14.1%

N/A

N/A

N/A

Number of employees working beyond normal
retirement age
NEW INDICATOR

1032 (615 FTE)

N/A

N/A

N/A

BITC Diversity and wellbeing benchmark: Gold

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

2020

2025

BITC Diversity Index: We did not participate in 2016. We will again in 2018 following the launch of our Strategic Development Diversity Roadmap

3.3 Safety

3.4 Wellbeing
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Zero lost time injury rate (TF1)

1.70

1.40

1.10

1.10

2020

Zero lost time injury rate (TF2)

2.8

2.8

2.7

6.8

2020

To have reduced our top three organisational health
risks by 2020
NEW TARGET

2020

Physiological

Down 15.1%

Diet Quality

Down 11.5%

Cardio Vascular

Down 11.4%

Alcohol consumption

Down 10.4%

Sleep

Down 8.7%

BMI

Down 8.3%

Stress

Down 8.0%

Blood pressure

Down 6.9%

Cholesterol

Down 5.8%

Cancer

Down 3.6%

Smoking

Down 3.3%

Sedentary

Down 2.8%

Musculoskeletal

Down 2.0%

Diabetes

Down 1.8%

Reduce the health age (fitness) of our organisation
by 2020 years
NEW TARGET

1360

N/A

N/A

N/A

2020
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INDICATORS

TARGETS &

TITLE

OUR TARGETS AND INDICATORS

2016 DATA

2015

2014

2013

TARGET DATE

3.5 Training and career
development

Employees undertaking training during the year

18,548

8132

7000

8714

2020

Employees undertaking training: During 2016 we have seen significant growthof digital training for colleagues

Total training hours of all employees

145,227.9

155,264

147,000

137,889

Average training hours per employee

7.83

9.19

8.64

8.16

Total career moves

1984

306

170

141

(NEW SCOPE)

Total career moves: This includes a new scope for the 2016 data taking account of Functional mobility, Cross business mobility, Promotions and
Step Progressions

To have at least 6 university partnerships in key
business areas by 2020

8

10

10

N/A

2020

University partnerships: We have partnerships with the following universities based on key skill areas: Warwick, DMU, Loughborough University,
Leeds University, Cranfield, Birmingham City and Exeter (Camborne School of Mines)

A BITC Business Class relationship is operational for
every brand by 2020

6

7

6

N/A

2020

Business Class Partnerships: Business Class Partnerships are in place for the following brands: CTD/Weber/PAM/British Gypsum/Graham/
Gibbs&Dandy/Delegation

4.1 Supply chain

Customers undertaking training during the year

20,130

19,559

16,526

24,228

90% Supplier Charter Sign-Up

71.5%

46%

N/A

N/A

Number of BES 6001 Responsible Sourcing
Certifications

4

3

N/A

N/A

2018

BES 6001: Brands that have BES 6001 Certification are: Gyproc, British Gypsum, Saint-Gobain PAM and Saint-Gobain Glass

4.2 Entrepreneurship
Foundation

To directly support 150 SMEs by 2020
(period 2015 – 2020)

0

22

4.3 Charity and
community

Total charitable donations via Together Partnership

£441,790.68

£597,627 £402,373 £194,616

N/A

N/A

2020

* Data is based on ISO-Production. This means results are published using comparable production consumption and are recalculated based on 2013 production. We term this ISO-Production
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Every care has been taken to ensure that the contents of this
publication are accurate but Saint-Gobain Limited and its subsidiary
companies do not accept responsibility for errors or for information
which is found to be misleading. Suggestions for or descriptions of
the end use or application of products or methods of working are for
information only and Saint-Gobain Limited and its subsidiaries accept
no liability in respect thereof. Before using products supplied or
manufactured by Saint-Gobain Limited
customers should satisfy themselves of their suitability.
Copyright © 2017 Saint-Gobain.
This document is printed on Cocoon Offset, an FSC certified recycled
paper (No. FSC-C021878) manufactured using 100% postconsumer
recycled fibre. Printed with vegetable based inks by an ISO14001
accredited company.

We welcome your feedback or
questions. For more information,
please contact Richard Halderthay by
email at Richard.halderthay@
saint-gobain.com

